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“IN A SENSE, THOUGH I LIVE IN TEL AVIV, 
I MYSELF FEEL FROM NOWHERE, I FEEL AT 

HOME NOWHERE”
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Hotel, 2018, Oil on canvas, 150x120cm.
Courtesy of the Artist
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A trip to the island of Salina. The view from his window on Gilboa Street. The banana plant which has 
obviously become more than just a plant. The work of Guy Yanai is both a manifestation of his daily life and 
not. It’s this irreconcilable tension that creates a strange stillness in the works. The connection between 
an artist and his environment can never be understood. Like DaDa, it impossible to grasp. And yet, the 
importance of Tel Aviv, the Levant, and the Mediterranean cannot be understated in Yanai’s practice. 

“In a sense, though I live in Tel Aviv, I myself feel from nowhere, I feel at home nowhere, says Yanai. “A 
hotel is maybe the most comforting for me. Somehow, I feel that I am not alone in feeling like this in a 
city like Tel Aviv.”

On a sunny Friday morning in Tel Aviv, Yanai and his girlfriend, the French art director Aurore Chauve, 
opened their home to me. The 1930’s era eclectic building on the charming and narrow Gilboa Street is just 
parallel to Rothschild Boulevard. The strong connection between his work and his intimate surroundings 
is immediately evident. Books flood every room, stacks of magazines piled up in the kitchen. Art by other 
artists is arranged everywhere. Together, the residence is both messy and clear. Yanai had just woken up 
and was still in sweatpants, Aurore Chauve has just returned from the beach. The flat is a respite from the 
intensity of Tel Aviv, where the huge economic boom of late is transforming almost every corner. 

“In some fantasy world, we try to separate our work from our home. Like with a ballet dancer who strives for 
an impossible pose, we know that this is not possible. Our practices creep inside, sometimes more willingly 
than others.”

Says Yanai: “We wake up, Aurore heats water, me I start the machinetta for the first coffee.  Breakfast 
is always a challenge; Aurore is much more patient and makes slow and gentle breakfasts, me I can eat 
standing but sometimes we sit together.”

“Prayer is reserved only for the wish to have the building next door cut the big tree a bit,” says Yanai. “Books 
are plentiful and all around, to be honest, less to read more for comfort and pictures. Me, I pretend that 
I read a lot: Genet, Proust, Robert Caro, but let’s face it, the iPhone wins most of the time. Romy and Ava 
love Netflix, Drake, and Fortnite. They also love pancakes and crepes on Saturday morning.”

At night, the couples eat and cook simple food. Very good vegetables, zucchini, avocado, rice, pomegranate, 
tahini, and the like. They eat on the Prouve table with one light above us and drink good wine from Jura, 
from Bourgoune, from the Rhone Valley, from Sicily. 

Cinema is only for late nights. Maurice Pialat, Eric Rohmer, but also trash tv, which Yanai adores. Actually, 
he loves anything with war, spying and history, while Aurore veers towards romcoms, love stories and 
movies with horses. 
Bed is with linen sheets, and sleep is a struggle, among the lights and sounds.  

The convergence between the still aesthetic and restless anxiety permeates both in Guy Yanai’s work and 
it seems his home. Is Tel Aviv, a micro-metropolis on the Mediterranean, the recipe maker that produces 
the prolific and memory based art of Yanai? We may never know.
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Standard West Hollywood, 2018, Oil on linen, 150x180cm.
Courtesy of the Artist
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Teenager on a Boat, 2018, Oil on canvas, 40x30cm.
Courtesy of the Artist


